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【世界文学】

満州の領土化：国境を越えたフロンティアと東アジアの文学

Territorializing Manchuria: The Transnational Frontier and Literatures of East Asia
Xie, Miya Qiong

Harvard East Asian Monographs, 458 / Harvard University, Asia Center  (Harvard U.P.)
2023 : 03  400 p.  Hardback 9780674278301 US$65.00           

  Xiao Hong, Yom Sang-sop, Abe Kobo, and Zhong Lihe - these iconic literary fi gures from China, Korea, Japan, and Taiwan all described 

Manchuria extensively in their literary works. Now China’s Northeast - but a contested frontier in the first half of the twentieth century - 

Manchuria has inspired writers from all over East Asia to claim it as their own, employing novel themes and forms for engaging nation and 

empire in modern literature. Many of these works have been canonized as quintessential examples of national or nationalist literature - even 

though they also problematize the imagined boundedness and homogeneity of nation and national literature at its core.

【世界文学】

普遍的な問いに対するロシア人作家と彼らの答えの重要性

Wonder Confronts Certainty: Russian Writers on the Timeless Questions and Why Their Answers 
Matter
Morson, Gary Saul

   (Belknap Pr.)
2023 : 05  464 p.  Hardback 9780674971806 US$37.95           

  Morson describes the Russian literary tradition as an argument between a radical intelligentsia that uncompromisingly followed ideology 

down the paths of revolution and violence, and writers who probed ever more deeply into the human condition. The debate concerned what 

Russians called “the accursed questions”: If there is no God, are good and evil merely human constructs? Should we look for life’s essence 

in ordinary or extreme conditions? Are individual minds best understood in terms of an overarching theory or, as Tolstoy thought, by tracing 

the “tiny alternations of consciousness”? Exploring apologia for bloodshed, Morson adapts Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of the non-alibi - the idea that one cannot escape or 

displace responsibility for one’s actions. And, throughout, Morson isolates a characteristic theme of Russian culture: how the aspiration to relieve profound suff ering can 

lead to either heartfelt empathy or bloodthirsty tyranny.

【日本文学・日本語】

古今和歌集：選集　英訳版

The Kokinshū: Selected Poems
Duthie, Torquil (trans.)

Translations from the Asian Classics  (Columbia U.P.)
2023 : 04  432 p.  Hardback 9780231207621 US$120.00  Paperback 9780231207638  US$30.00

  This book off ers an inviting and immersive selection of roughly one-third of the anthology in English translation. Torquil Duthie focuses on 

rendering the poetic language of the Kokinshū as a whole, in such a way that readers can understand and experience how its poems work 

together to create a literary world. He emphasizes that classical Japanese poems do not stand alone as self-contained artifacts but take part 

in an ongoing intertextual conversation. Duthie provides translations and interpretations of the two prefaces to the Kokinshū, which deeply 

infl uenced Japanese literary aesthetics. The book also includes critical essays on various aspects of the anthology and its history.
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【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】

ラウトレッジ版第二言語習得と心理言語学ハンドブック

The Routledge Handbook of Second Language Acquisition and Psycholinguistics
Godfroid, Aline & Hopp, Holger (ed.)

The Routledge Handbooks in Second Language Acquisition  (Routledge)
2022 : 12  464 p.  Hardback 9780367893767 ￡190.00     

The Routledge Handbook of Second Language Acquisition and Psycholinguistics provides a comprehensive survey of the latest research 

at the intersection of linguistics, cognitive psychology, and applied linguistics, for those seeking to understand the mental architecture and 

processes that shape the acquisition of additional languages. The handbook represents the full complexity of second language acquisition 

across the lifespan, spanning childhood bilinguals and adult L2 learners, and is inclusive of heritage languages, early bilingualism and 

multilingualism, and language attrition.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

ラジャスタンの歴史と遺物　全 3 巻

Annals and Antiquities of Rajast'han.  3 vols
Tod, James & Peabody, Norbert

Royal Asiatic Society  (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 06  1644 p. 275 color + b/w illus. Hardback 9780300270525 US$1000.00     

The two volumes of James Tod’s Annals and Antiquities of Rajast’han, first published in 1829-32, remain to this day the first port of call for 

anyone interested in the history and culture of Rajasthan and the early colonial encounter in India. Written by the first East India Company 

official to the region, the text was also seminal for the early figures in India’s independence movement who reworked Tod’s imagined ancient 

Rajput national identities into a call for India’s national liberation from British colonial rule. Now available in a numbered limited edition of 750 

copies, this re-issue of the original text including over 80 original copperplate engravings, woodblock prints, and lithographs returns the text to its original state, while the 

accompanying companion volume critically reframes this monumental, but often misunderstood, work. The new volume shows how Tod’s Annals is not merely the product 

of the singular voice of a Western “orientalist” imagination, instead revealing a richly complex work in which Rajasthani voices provide a “multi-authored” heterogeneity to 

the text which is often discordant and unpredictable. Re-articulating the variety of voices that simultaneously inhabit Tod’s Annals, the revised volume argues for a more 

conjunctural, contingent, and open-ended reading of colonial history.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

ジェフ・ウォール　カタログレゾネ　2005-2021 年

Jeff Wall: Catalogue Raisonne 2005-2021
Dufour, Gary (ed.) / Chevrier, Jean-Francois & Campany, David et al. (contrib.)

Gagosian Gallery  (Yale U.P.)
2022 : 08  352 p. 85 col. Hardback 9780300269277 US$175.00     

Best known for his large-scale photographs, carefully constructed “near documentaries” created in collaboration with the subjects, Jeff Wall 

(b. 1946) is one of the most influential photographers of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Often displayed as backlit color 

transparencies, Wall’s works have helped define the use of color and painterly sensibilities in contemporary art photography. This volume 

collects over fifteen years’ worth of new work from Jeff Wall in a lavish presentation that includes multiple gatefolds to better convey the scale 

of Wall’s work. As a collection of Wall’s most recent work, this volume will include numerous pieces that are as-yet unfamiliar to many of his fans. Chevrier’s essay deftly 

summarizes  the varied directions of Wall’s recent work and contextualizes them within the body of work that precedes this volume; de Duve’s and Campany’s wide-ranging 

conversations with the artist cover the role of performance and the effects of spontaneity and scale, respectively.

【文章作法・編集法・修辞学・翻訳論】

ラウトレッジ版ライティング研究国際ハンドブック　第 2 版

The Routledge International Handbook of Research on Writing.  2nd ed
Horowitz, Rosalind (ed.)

Routledge Handbooks in Communication Studies  (Routledge)
2023 : 02  584 p.  Hardback 9781138345232 ￡190.00  Paperback 9781138345256  ￡84.99

Now in its second edition, the Handbook inaugurates a wide scope of international research advancement, with attention to writing at all 

levels of schooling and in all life situations. It provides advanced surveys of scholarship on the histories of world and child writing and literacy; 

interconnections between writing, reading, and speech; digital writing; writing in communities; writing in the sciences and engineering; writing 

instruction and assessment; and writing and disability. A section on international measures for assessment of writing is a new addition to this 

compendium of research.
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【美術・工芸・デザイン】

ウォーホル：テキスタイル

Warhol: The Textiles
Rayner, Geoffrey & Chamberlain, Richard

 (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 03  192 p. 185 col. & b/w Hardback 9780300270518 US$40.00     

The late Matt Wrbican, former chief archivist of the Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh, once said “there are very few stories left to tell about 

Warhol, but textiles is one of them”. This is the first book devoted to the commercial textile designs of this leading figure in the history of 

art. With stunning new photography throughout, including unpublished images of newly discovered textiles, the book sheds new light on a 

previously undocumented but important aspect of Warhol’s oeuvre. Featuring over 30 different textiles, from ice cream sundaes to acrobatic 

clowns, Warhol: The Textiles offers a unique record of the beginnings of one of the twentieth century’s greatest artists.

【建築】

建築について：55 の重要建築物ガイド

About Architecture: An Essential Guide in 55 Buildings
Pearman, Hugh

 (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 05  256 p. 154 col. & b/w Hardback 9780300263442 US$40.00     

About Architecture is an engaging introduction to architecture, exploring the ways in which we construct our built environment, and why. Hugh 

Pearman guides us through the architecture that shapes our lives - from how our towns and cities are organized, to where we live, learn and 

work, and how we get around, interact with others, and relax. Organized by type - from civic spaces, to homes, offices, and museums - the 

clear and straightforward structure demystifies the many styles and functions of architecture. Pearman explores how architecture responds 

to our changing lifestyles and how some buildings evolve or find new uses. He demonstrates that while there is endless variety within each building type, the essence of 

architecture - the way buildings serve their users - remains surprisingly constant.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】

悪党と怠け者：イギリスの資本主義と貧困

Scoundrels and Shirkers: Capitalism and Poverty in Britain
Silver, Jim

Fernwood Publishing  (Columbia U.P.)
2023 : 06  304 p.      Paperback 9781773635996  US$34.00

Scoundrels and Shirkers examines the deep relationship between capitalism and poverty in England since the 12th century. It exposes the 

dynamics of capitalism, from its origins in the long transition from feudalism to its current crisis under neoliberal capitalism, in producing 

poverty. The book, unique in the historical breadth of its focus, shows conclusively that poverty is an inevitable consequence of capitalism. In 

the search for profits and control of society’s economic surplus, capitalism expands, adapts and innovates, producing not only commodities 

and wealth but also, and necessarily, poverty.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

アダム・カバット（武蔵大学教授）訳 『江戸時代の黄表紙集』

The River Imp and the Stinky Jewel and Other Tales: Monster Comics from Edo Japan
Kabat, Adam (trans.)

 (Columbia U.P.)
2023 : 06  336 p. 245 images Hardback 9780231209724 US$120.00  Paperback 9780231209731  US$30.00

The River Imp and the Stinky Jewel and Other Tales collects five kibyōshi published between 1778 and 1807, chosen for both entertainment 

value and stylistic variety. Their authors reinvent traditional Japanese monsters as contemporary characters who mirror the foibles of the 

human world. They tell stories such as: The lover of the long-necked rokuro-kubi makes a ridiculous attempt to rescue her from her human 

captor. A mischievous river creature steals a jewel lodged deep inside a boy’s buttocks, setting off a curious chain of events involving a 

historical samurai and a real-life “fart man.” A demon girl from hell is sent to the world of the living in order to destroy a sacred Buddhist statue - but things don’t go quite as 

she plans.
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【各国経済事情・経済史・経済地理】

7 つの恐慌：グローバリゼーションを形成した経済危機

Seven Crashes: The Economic Crises that Shaped Globalization
James, Harold

 (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 07  376 p.  Hardback 9780300263398 US$32.50     

The eminent economic historian Harold James presents a new perspective on financial crises, dividing them into “good” crises, which 

ultimately expand markets and globalization, and “bad” crises, which result in a smaller, less prosperous world. Examining seven turning 

points in financial history - from the depression of the 1840s through the Great Depression of the 1930s to the Covid-19 crisis - James shows 

how crashes prompted by a lack of supply, like the oil shortages of the 1970s, lead to greater globalization as markets expand and producers 

innovate to increase supply. By contrast, crises triggered by a lack of demand - such as the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-2008 - result in less globalization as markets 

contract, austerity measures are imposed, and skepticism of government grows.

【通貨・金融・保険】

インフレについて話そう

We Need to Talk About Inflation: 14 Urgent Lessons from the Last 2,000 Years
King, Stephen D.

 (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 04  240 p.  Hardback 9780300270471 US$28.00     

Celebrated economist Stephen D. King - one of the few to warn ahead of time about the latest inflationary upheaval - identifies key lessons 

from the history of inflation that policy makers chose not to heed. From ancient Rome through the American Civil War and up to the asset 

bubbles of today, inflation stems from policy error, sovereign greed, and a collective loss of faith in currencies. We Need to Talk About Inflation 

cuts through centuries of bad judgment and misunderstanding, offering a means to intervene now - so we can begin to tackle the political and 

social upheaval unleashed by inflation.

【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】

国家資本の興隆

The Rise of State Capital: Transforming Markets and International Politics
Babic, Milan

Comparative Political Economy  (Agenda Publishing)
2023 : 03  192 p.      Paperback 9781788215725  ￡29.99

The past two decades have seen a rapid rise in large-scale, state-led transnational investment from countries as different as China, Norway 

and Russia. By bundling economic resources, these countries have entered global markets through massive state-led investments. This 

transformation of states into global economic actors is historically unprecedented and presents a major challenge for how states relate to 

each other in the international system. Milan Babic examines how states have become major corporate owners in the global economy and 

unpacks the lasting effects of this on our understanding of the state and international politics.

【各国経済事情・経済史・経済地理】

「帝国」株式会社：イギリス植民地主義を構築した民間企業

Empire, Incorporated: The Corporations That Built British Colonialism
Stern, Philip J.

 (Belknap Pr.)
2023 : 06  368 p.  Hardback 9780674988125 US$35.00     

Across four centuries, from Ireland to India, the Americas to Africa and Australia, British colonialism was above all the business of 

corporations. Corporations conceived, promoted, financed, and governed overseas expansion, making claims over territory and peoples 

while ensuring that British and colonial society were invested, quite literally, in their ventures. Colonial companies were also relentlessly 

controversial, frequently in debt, and prone to failure. The corporation was well-suited to overseas expansion not because it was an inevitable 

juggernaut but because, like empire itself, it was an elusive contradiction: public and private; person and society; subordinate and autonomous; centralized and diffuse; 

immortal and precarious; national and cosmopolitan - a legal fiction with very real power.
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【ビジネス・経営学】

創造的破壊の経済学

The Economics of Creative Destruction: New Research on Themes from Aghion and Howitt
Akcigit, Ufuk & Van Reenen, John (ed.)

 (Harvard U.P.)
2023 : 08  752 p.  Hardback 9780674270367 US$55.00     

Inequality is rising, growth is stagnant while rents accumulate, the environment is suffering, and the COVID-19 pandemic exposed every 

crack in the systems of global capitalism. How can we restart growth? Can our societies be made fairer? Editors Ufuk Akcigit and John Van 

Reenen assemble a world-leading group of social scientists and theorists to consider these questions and, in particular, how ideas about the 

economics of creative destruction may help solve the problems we face.

【女性学・ジェンダー・性・フェミニズム】

ジェンダーによる富の不均衡

The Gender of Capital: How Families Perpetuate Wealth Inequality
Bessiere, Celine & Gollac, Sibylle / Rogers, Juliette (trans.)

 (Harvard U.P.)
2023 : 03  344 p.  Hardback 9780674271791 US$39.95     

In many countries, property law grants equal rights to men and women. Why, then, do women still accumulate less wealth than men? 

Combining quantitative, ethnographic, and archival research, The Gender of Capital explains how and why, in every class of society, women 

are economically disadvantaged with respect to their husbands, fathers, and brothers. The reasons lie with the unfair economic arrangements 

that play out in divorce proceedings, estate planning, and other crucial situations where law and family life intersect.

【保健医療サービス・介護・医療社会学】

ロー対ウェイド判決

Roe: The History of a National Obsession
Ziegler, Mary

 (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 03  248 p.  Hardback 9780300266108 US$27.00     

What explains the insistent pull of Roe v. Wade? Abortion law expert Mary Ziegler argues that the U.S. Supreme Court decision, which 

decriminalized abortion in 1973 and was overturned in 2022, had a hold on us that was not simply the result of polarized abortion politics. 

Rather, Roe took on meanings far beyond its original purpose of protecting the privacy of the doctor-patient relationship. It forced us to 

confront questions about sexual violence, judicial activism and restraint, racial justice, religious liberty, the role of science in politics, and much 

more. In this history of what the Supreme Court’s best-known decision has meant, Ziegler identifies the inconsistencies and unsettled issues in our abortion politics. She 

urges us to rediscover the nuance that has long resided where we would least expect to find it - in the meaning of Roe itself.

【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】

国家ファンド：中国共産党の世界的野望への投資方法

Sovereign Funds: How the Communist Party of China Finances Its Global Ambitions
Liu, Zongyuan Zoe

 (Belknap Pr.)
2023 : 07  256 p.  Hardback 9780674271913 US$45.00     

One of the keys to China’s global rise has been its strategy of deploying sovereign wealth on behalf of state power. Since President Xi Jinping 

took office in 2013, China has doubled down on financial statecraft, making shrewd investments with the sovereign funds it has built up by 

leveraging its foreign exchange reserves. Sovereign Funds tells the story of how the Communist Party of China (CPC) became a global 

financier of surpassing ambition.
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【政党・選挙・立法府】

分裂すれば倒れる：危機とヨーロッパ中道左派の崩壊

Divided They Fell: Crisis and the Collapse of Europe's Centre-Left
McDaniel, Sean

Building Progressive Alternatives  (Agenda Publishing)
2023 : 02  224 p.  Hardback 9781788216050 ￡65.00     

Why has Europe's centre-left failed to respond to the crisis of neoliberalism in Europe? Rather than opening up a moment in political time for 

the centre-left to puncture the dominance of neoliberalism, the multitude of crises in Europe since 2008 have consolidated its difficulties and 

contributed to the rise of radical and populist alternatives. Divided They Fell examines the failures of mainstream politics, and in particular the 

inability of the centre-left to respond to the global financial crisis more effectively. By exploring the cases of the UK Labour Party and France's 

Parti Socialiste, the book investigates the role of, and interplay between, institutional intra-party dynamics, the parties' ideational landscapes and the wider political economy 

in shaping their responses to the crisis.

【国際関係論】

エッセンシャルワークと使い捨ての労働者

Essential Work, Disposable Workers: Migration, Capitalism and Class
Henaway, Mostafa

Fernwood Publishing  (Columbia U.P.)
2023 : 05  320 p.      Paperback 9781773632254  US$27.00

As globalization intensifies, workers everywhere are forced to compete for wages - not through foreign investment and outsourcing, but 

through an increasingly mobile working class. Henaway rejects the dominant responses of restricting or “managing” migration through 

temporary worker programs, proposing that stopping a race to the bottom for all working people involves building solidarity with migrant 

worker struggles for decent work and justice. Through examining the organizing strategies of migrant workers at giants like Amazon and Wal-

Mart as well as discount retailers like Dollarama and Sports Direct, the immense power and agency of precarious workers in global companies like UBER or Airbnb, the 

successful resistance of taxi drivers or fast food workers around the world, and the contemporary mass labour movement organized by new unions and workers’ centres, 

Henaway shows how migrant demands and strategies can help shape radical working class politics.

【国際関係論】

取引の内側：EU はいかにしてブレグジットをやりとげたか

Inside the Deal: How the EU Got Brexit Done
De Rynck, Stefaan

 (Agenda Publishing)
2023 : 01  288 p.  Hardback 9781788215688 ￡25.00     

As a close aide to Michel Barnier, Stefaan De Rynck had a front row seat in the Brexit negotiations. In this frank and uncompromising 

account, De Rynck tells the EU's side of the story and seeks to dispel some of the myths and spin that have become indelibly linked to the 

Brexit process. From the mood in the room to the technical discussions, he gives an unvarnished account of the deliberations and obstacles 

that shaped the final deal. De Rynck demonstrates how the EU-27's unity held firm throughout, while the UK vacillated, changed negotiators, 

changed prime ministers and changed their aims and tactics. Attempts by the UK to run down the clock and issue ultimatums to force the EU to acquiesce are shown to 

have had no effect on the course of events. Instead Barnier's team was successful in protecting EU interests, in fulfilling the mandate defined by 27 national governments 

while still agreeing different forms of Brexit with two UK prime ministers.

【政治学全般】

イギリスの保守主義：小史

Conservatism
Garnett, Mark

Short Histories  (Agenda Publishing)
2023 : 04  176 p.  Hardback 9781788215039 ￡75.00  Paperback 9781788215046  ￡18.99

This book presents an account of British conservatism which avoids the usual confusion between the ideology and the stated principles of 

a party which prides itself on an ability to change its views according to circumstances. It shows, since the Tory Party adopted the name 

"Conservative" in the 1830s it has become increasingly difficult to associate its varying positions with a coherent "conservative" position, so 

that it is more profitable to discuss its ideological history from the perspective of liberalism and nationalism. This argument is presented by 

tracing the histories of the party and the ideology in separate chapters, whose themes and cast of characters rarely coincide.
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【国際関係論】

中東・湾岸地域の君主国家における安全保障の政治学

Security Politics in the Gulf Monarchies: Continuity Amid Change
Roberts, David B.

Columbia Studies in Middle East Politics  (Columbia U.P.)
2023 : 04  320 p.  Hardback 9780231205245 US$140.00  Paperback 9780231205252  US$35.00

David B. Roberts offers a definitive guide to continuity and change in the Gulf region. He explores the forces challenging and bolstering the 

status quo across the political, social, economic, military, and environmental dimensions of security. Roberts examines the six monarchies 

individually and holistically, considering their recent histories and contemporary concerns. Beneath wide-ranging changes affecting these 

countries, he pinpoints key dynamics and structures that have persisted over the long term. The book examines key topics such as 

generational change in leadership, migrant workers, female labor force participation, U.S. military influence, and the multifaceted threat of climate change.

【各国の外交】

中国とロシア

China and Russia: Four Centuries of Conflict and Concord
Snow, Philip

 (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 03  624 p.  Hardback 9780300166651 US$37.50     

Philip Snow provides a full account of the relationship between these two global giants. Looking at politics, religion, economics, and culture, 

Snow uncovers the deep roots of the two nations’ alignment. We see the shifts in the balance of power, from the wealth and strength of early 

Qing China to the Tsarist and Soviet ascendancies, and episodes of intense conflict followed by harmony. He looks too at the experiences 

and opinions of ordinary people, which often vastly differed from those of their governments, and considers how long the countries’ current 

amicable relationship might endure.

【各国の外交】

大日本帝国とラテンアメリカ

The Japanese Empire and Latin America
Azuma, Eiichiro / Iacobelli, Pedro & Lu, Sidney Xu (ed.)

 (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2023 : 02  277 p.  Hardback 9780824892999 US$68.00  Paperback 9780824893002  US$28.00

The Japanese Empire and Latin America provides a comprehensive analysis of the complicated relationship between Japanese migration 

and capital exportation to Latin America and the rise and fall of the empire in the Asia-Pacific region. It explains how Japan’s presence 

influenced the cultures and societies of Latin American countries and also explores the role of Latin America in the evolution of Japanese 

expansion. Together, this collection of essays presents a new narrative of the Japanese experience in Latin America by excavating trans-

Pacific perspectives that shed new light on the global significance of Japan’s colonialism and expansionism.

【国際関係論】

貧困と世界秩序：SDGs の目標１の幻影

Poverty and the World Order: The Mirage of SDG 1
Walker, Robert

 (Agenda Publishing)
2023 : 05  224 p.  Hardback 9781788215541 ￡70.00  Paperback 9781788215558  ￡24.99

Robert Walker provides a critical examination of the promise and reality of SDG1, the United Nations' Social Development Goal designed, 

among other things, to eradicate extreme poverty by 2030. The author's message is stark: there is little chance of success. Although the 

need for a collective and coordinated response is clear, global and national systems of governance are currently incapable of an adequate 

response. While the critique is formidable, the book seeks to identify reforms necessary to meaningfully increase the likelihood of meeting 

SDG1's goals. These include reshaping international institutions so that they give greater voice to governments in the developing world, facilitating enhanced modes of 

participatory governance, and increasing democratic accountability at a global level. Evidence is drawn throughout from a systematic review of international best practice 

supplemented by more detailed strategic case-studies, including from China.
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【東洋哲学】

ヒンドゥー哲学研究

Exploring Hindu Philosophy
Barua, Ankur

Global Philosophy  (Equinox)
2023 : 04    Hardback 9781800502697 ￡75.00  Paperback 9781800502703  ￡22.95

This introductory text points to some of the diverse tapestries of Hindu worldviews where scriptural revelation, logical argumentation, 

embodied affectivity, moral reasoning, and aesthetic cultivation constitute densely interwoven conceptual threads. It begins with an exploration 

of some classical iterations of the quest for a fundamental ontology amidst the diversities of the everyday world. This quest is often embedded 

in both a diagnosis of the human condition as structured by suffering and a therapy for recovery from worldly fragmentation. A crucial aspect 

of this therapeutic structure is the analysis of the means of knowledge and the categories of reality, since in order to know the nature of the world one must proceed along 

truth-tracking routes. Such dynamic mind-world encounters are mediated through language, and Hindu philosophical texts extensively discuss the motif of whether or not 

deep reality can be comprehended through linguistic structures.

【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】

環インド洋地域をつなぐ

Connecting the Indian Ocean World: Across Sea and Land
Seshan, Radhika & Shimada, Ryuto (ed.)

 (Routledge)
2023 : 02  128 p.  Hardback 9781032248325 ￡120.00  Paperback 9781032439297  ￡34.99

The book examines the many overlapping linkages that existed from the early modern period and into the colonial era. It offers a clear 

understanding of the economic networks that extended across the Indian Ocean and the Atlantic during the 19th century. With a critical 

historical lens, the volume discusses themes like the opium trade in the Malay-Indonesian Archipelago - the biggest opium trade market at the 

time; the Safavid mission to Siam; and the economic relationship between Pondicherry and West Africa, via France.

【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】

大日本帝国からアメリカの支配へ：北東アジアの再平定

From Japanese Empire to American Hegemony: Koreans and Okinawans in the Resettlement of 
Northeast Asia
Augustine, Matthew R.

Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute, Columbia University  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2023 : 02  277 p.  Hardback 9780824892098 US$68.00  Paperback 9780824895082  US$28.00

This is the first comprehensive study of the dynamic and often contentious relationship between migrations and border controls in US-

occupied Japan, Korea, and the Ryukyus, examining the American interlude in Northeast Asia as a closely integrated, regional history. The 

extent of cooperation and coordination among American occupiers, as well as their competing jurisdictions and interests, determined the 

mixed outcome of using repatriation and deportation as expedient tools for dismantling the Japanese empire. The heightening Cold War and deepening collaboration 

between the occupiers and local authorities coproduced stringent migration laws, generating new problems of how to distinguish South Koreans from North Koreans and 

“Ryukyuans” from Japanese.

【東洋哲学】

東アジアにおける孔子　改訂増補第 2 版

Confucius in East Asia: Confucianism's History in China, Korea, Japan, and Viet Nam.  rev. & 
expanded 2nd ed
Richey, Jeffrey L.

Key Issues in Asian Studies  (Assoc. Asian Studies)
2022 : 11  130 p.      Paperback 9781952636370  US$15.00

Richey has written an engaging and well-crafted book that clearly delineates the oftentimes fitful development of Confucianism in China, 

Japan, Korea, and Vietnam. At the same time, he masterfully demonstrates how Confucianism slowly came to dominate politics, thought, and 

society in each of these places and still continues to inform their assumptions, values, and institutions. Richey also expertly underscores the 

outsized role that government has played in promoting and sustaining this tradition’s formidable influence. This second, revised and expanded edition incorporates analysis 

of Confucianism’s impact on how East Asian societies have responded to recent events such as the global coronavirus epidemic, the Summer Olympics in Tokyo, and 

recent legal developments and social media trends.
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【イギリス史・アイルランド史】

サッチャリズム：小史

Thatcherism
Dorey, Peter

Short Histories  (Agenda Publishing)
2023 : 03  200 p.  Hardback 9781788215473 ￡75.00  Paperback 9781788215480  ￡18.99

Peter Dorey offers a lively analysis of how Thatcherism became an ideology for politics to conjure with, its relationship with its eponymous 

leader and with the Conservative Party, as well as the long-term implications for the British people. He argues that the radical modernization 

of Britain that started under Thatcher's leadership in the 1980s has created the conditions that have led to the polarization of British society 

today; a process that was profoundly unconservative in its values and approach, destabilizing institutions which Conservatives once deemed 

sacrosanct, and replacing continuity and solidity with constant change and competition.

【ロシア・東欧（旧共産圏）研究】

ファシズムとジェノサイド：ロシアのウクライナに対する戦争

Fascism and Genocide: Russia's War Against Ukrainians
Kuzio, Taras & Jajecznyk-Kelman, Stefan

Ukrainian Voices  (Ibidem Pr.)
2023 : 01  350 p.      Paperback 9783838217918  US$40.00

This book details how Russia’s February 2022 open invasion of Ukraine has led to the biggest military conflagration and refugee crisis in 

Europe since World War II - a development with global ramifications. Co-written by a leading Western political expert, with three decades of 

research on contemporary Ukraine, and a prolific British journalist, the book explains why Russian President Vladimir Putin has been long 

obsessed with Ukraine and how his reliance on dated nationalist myths as well as anti-Western xenophobia led him to miscalculate Ukrainian 

and Western reactions to his brazen aggression against a sovereign country and founding member of the United Nations since 1945.

【ロシア・東欧（旧共産圏）研究】

ウクライナにおけるロシアの戦争 2022 年：ウクライナの学者たちの個人的な体験

Russia's War in Ukraine 2022: Personal Experiences of Ukrainian Scholars
Martsenyuk, Tamara & Kostiuchenko, Tetiana (ed.)

Ukrainian Voices  (Ibidem Pr.)
2023 : 04  340 p.      Paperback 9783838217574  US$35.00

This book is a collection of personal reflections by scholars of different disciplines, offering a variety of perspectives on Russia’s war against 

Ukraine. We immerse in the personal experiences and stories of researchers who reflect on their academic and analytical backgrounds - 

sociology, political science, international relations, and literature. This unique collection offers not only fascinating and shocking insights from 

Ukrainian citizens but also the thoughts and reflections of scholars of several fields that help us better understand the situation in Ukrainian 

society during the war.

【ヨーロッパ史全般】

トクヴィルとともにアメリカを越える旅

Travels with Tocqueville Beyond America
Jennings, Jeremy

 (Harvard U.P.)
2023 : 03  544 p.  Hardback 9780674275607 US$39.95     

It might be the most famous journey in the history of political thought: in 1831, Alexis de Tocqueville sailed from France to the United States, 

spent nine months touring and observing the political culture of the fledgling republic, and produced the classic Democracy in America. But 

the United States was just one of the many places documented by the inveterate traveler. Jeremy Jennings follows Tocqueville’s voyages - 

by sailing ship, stagecoach, horseback, train, and foot - across Europe, North Africa, and of course North America. Along the way, Jennings 

reveals underappreciated aspects of Tocqueville’s character and sheds new light on the depth and range of his political and cultural commentary.
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【ロシア・東欧（旧共産圏）研究】

ウクライナを理解する

Understanding Ukraine: Tracing the Roots of Terror and Violence
Beck, Marieluise (ed.)

Ukrainian Voices  (Ibidem Pr.)
2023 : 04  150 p.      Paperback 9783838217734  US$19.00

This anthology tackles the complex history of terror and violence in Ukraine - from the millionfold starvation of the Holodomor to the changing 

occupation regimes, from the ’Shoah by Bullets’ to the Chornobyl disaster. Those ready to delve deeper into the checkered, painful history of 

the country will better understand Ukraine’s current quest for independence, freedom, and democracy.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】

コリア：北と南の新たな歴史

Korea: A New History of South and North
Cha, Victor & Pacheco Pardo, Ramon

 (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 06  320 p.  Hardback 9780300259810 US$30.00     

Victor Cha and Ramon Pacheco Pardo draw on decades of research to explore the history of modern Korea, from the late nineteenth century, 

Japanese occupation, and Cold War division to the present day. A small country caught amongst the world’s largest powers - including China, 

Japan, Russia, and the United States - Korea’s fate has been closely connected to its geography and the strength of its leadership and 

society. This comprehensive history sheds light on the evolving identities of the two Koreas, explaining the sharp differences between North 

and South, and prospects for unification.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】

中国語の響き：中国と台湾における公用語の学習

The Sounds of Mandarin: Learning to Speak a National Language in China and Taiwan, 1913-1960
Chen, Janet Y.

 (Columbia U.P.)
2023 : 07  424 p.  Hardback 9780231209021 US$140.00  Paperback 9780231209038  US$35.00

This book traces the surprising social history of China’s spoken standard, from its creation as the national language of the early Republic in 

1913 to its journey into postwar Taiwan to its reconfiguration as the common language of the People’s Republic after 1949. Janet Y. Chen 

examines the process of linguistic change from multiple perspectives, emphasizing the experiences of ordinary people. After the fall of the 

Qing dynasty, a chorus of influential elites promoted the goal of a strong China speaking in one unified voice. Chen explores how this vision 

fared in practice, showing the complexities of transforming an ideological aspiration into spoken reality. She tracks linguistic change in schools, rural areas, and urban life 

against the backdrop of war and revolution.

【ロシア・東欧（旧共産圏）研究】

ハルキウの空：ウクライナ前線からの通信

Sky Above Kharkiv: Dispatches from the Ukrainian Front
Zhadan, Serhiy; Costigan-Humes, Reilly & Wheeler, Isaac / Stackhouse (trans.)

The Margellos World Republic of Letters  (Yale U.P.)
2023 : 05  208 p.  Hardback 9780300270860 US$26.00     

When Russia invaded Ukraine on February 24, 2022, Serhiy Zhadan took to social media to coordinate a network of resistance workers and 

send messages of courage to his fellow Ukrainians. What began as a local organizing effort exploded onto the international stage as readers 

around the globe looked to Zhadan as a key eyewitness documenting Russian atrocities. In this powerful record of the war’s harrowing first 

four months, Zhadan works day and night in Kharkiv to evacuate children and the elderly from suburbs that have come under fire. He sends 

lists of life-saving medications to the West in the hopes of procuring them for civilians, coordinates food deliveries, collects money for military equipment, and organizes 

concerts. He shares photographs of the open sky - grateful for every pause in the shelling - and captures images of beloved institutions reduced to rubble. We’ll restore 

everything. We’ll rebuild everything, he writes.
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【高等教育・生涯教育】

テンプル大学ジャパンキャンパスの歴史

The History of Temple University Japan: An Experiment in International Education
Joslyn, Richard & Stronach, Bruce

 (Temple U.P.)
2023 : 06  264 p.  Hardback 9781439919491 US$100.00  Paperback 9781439919507  US$30.00

When Temple University Japan (TUJ) was founded in 1982 - to advance the mission of international higher education - the university had 

few ties to Japan, or any other Asian country. However, more than 40 years later, TUJ has overcome substantial obstacles and remains the 

only American university campus in Japan, gaining legitimacy and considerable respect as an international institution of higher education. In 

The History of Temple University Japan, two former TUJ Deans, Richard Joslyn and Bruce Stronach, explore the creation, development, and 

maturation of TUJ , and present a case study of how Temple University successfully created an overseas branch campus.

【家政学・生活科学】

山口県の地酒との出会い

Discovering Yamaguchi Sake: A Taster's Guide to Breweries, Culture, and Terrain
Rion, Jim

 (Stone Bridge Press)
2023 : 02  256 p.      Paperback 9781611720808  US$19.95

『山口県の地酒との出会い』は、英語園では今までにないようなユニークな一冊です。本書は全国の日本酒の紹介ではなく、1

つの産地―山口県―を深く掘り下げ、その産地のおいしいお酒を造り出す人・風景・文化などを取りあげています。著者 Jim 

Rion が、山口県の全酒蔵 24 蔵（現在製造していない蔵 1 件を含む）を訪れ、日本酒造りにたずさわる方々の話を聞いてまと

めています。各蔵の個性や、蔵元お薦めの 1 本、そして米農家や酒器の陶芸家も紹介しながら、日本酒に関する豆知識や旅行

者向けミニ観光ガイド等も収録しています。

This book is the first of its kind, a deep-dive into a single sake-producing region to highlight its delicious brews as well as the people, land, and culture behind them. Brewing 

in Yamaguchi - in southern Honshu, Japan - reflects the whole history of sake in Japan, from boom to bust to resurgence, and many of its brands, including the fabled 

Dassai, are now at izakaya and fine restaurants around the world. Expert Jim Rion takes us on a tour of all 23 Yamaguchi breweries to introduce the character of each and 

its brewmasters’ best picks. Along the way he provides background on such topics as rice farmers, drinkware, brewing methods, and the controversy over sake “terroir” (does 

it exist?). An added bonus for travelers is a mini sightseeing guide to the region and its many delights. Illustrated with photographs and quick-reference sake labels.

【家政学・生活科学】

グローバルな日本食レストラン

The Global Japanese Restaurant: Mobilities, Imaginaries, and Politics
Hess, Christian / Farrer, James & Wank, David L. (ed.)

Food in Asia and the Pacific  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2023 : 05  277 p.  Hardback 9780824894269 US$80.00  Paperback 9780824895143  US$28.00

The Global Japanese Restaurant: Mobilities, Imaginaries, and Politics uses an innovative global perspective and rich ethnographic data on 

six continents to fashion a comprehensive account of the creation and reception of the “global Japanese restaurant” in the modern world. 

Drawing heavily on untapped primary sources in multiple languages, this book centers on the stories of Japanese migrants in the first half 

of the twentieth century, and then on non-Japanese chefs and restaurateurs from Asia, Africa, Europe, Australasia, and the Americas whose 

mobilities, since the mid-1900s, who have been reshaping and spreading Japanese cuisine. The narrative covers a century and a half of transnational mobilities, global 

imaginaries, and culinary politics at different scales. It shifts the spotlight of Japanese culinary globalization from the “West” to refocus the story on Japan’s East Asian 

neighbors and highlights the growing role of non-Japanese actors (chefs, restaurateurs, suppliers, corporations, service staff) since the 1980s.

【日本研究】

日本研究における女性

Women in Japanese Studies: Memoirs from a Trailblazing Generation
Freedman, Alisa

Asia Past & Present  (Assoc. Asian Studies)
2023 : 03  360 p.      Paperback 9781952636387  US$25.00

Most books present research and pedagogies. We do something different: We share lives - personal stories of how women scholars earned 

graduate degrees and began careers bridging Japan and North America between the 1950s and 1980 and balanced professional and 

personal responsibilities. We challenge the common narrative that Japanese Studies was established by men who worked for the US military 

after World War II or were from missionary families in Japan. This is only part of the story - the field was also created by women who took 

advantage of postwar opportunities for studying Japan. Women of this generation were among the first scholars to use Japanese source materials in research published in 

English and the first foreigners to study at Japanese universities.
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【参考図書・書誌・伝記】

飯山知保（早稲田大学文学学術院教授）著 『系譜と地位』

Genealogy and Status: Hereditary Office Holding and Kinship in North China under Mongol Rule
Iiyama, Tomoyasu

Harvard-Yenching Institute Monograph Series / Harvard University, Asia Center  (Harvard U.P.)
2023 : 02  388 p.  Hardback 9780674291294 US$60.00     

By shedding light on a long-forgotten epigraphic genre that flourished in North China during the Mongol Empire, or Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), 

Genealogy and Status explores the ways the conquered Chinese people understood and represented the alien Mongol ruling principles 

through their own cultural tradition. This epigraphic genre, which this book collectively calls “genealogical steles,” was quite unique in the 

history of Chinese epigraphy.

【家政学・生活科学】

砂糖の世界：甘いものはいかにして 2000 年以上私たちの政治・健康・環境を変えてきたか

The World of Sugar: How the Sweet Stuff Transformed Our Politics, Health, and Environment over 
2,000 Years
Bosma, Ulbe

 (Belknap Pr.)
2023 : 05  416 p.  Hardback 9780674279391 US$35.00     

The World of Sugar begins with the earliest evidence of sugar production. Through the Middle Ages, traders brought small quantities of the 

precious white crystals to rajahs, emperors, and caliphs. But after sugar crossed the Mediterranean to Europe, where cane could not be 

cultivated, demand spawned a brutal quest for supply. European cravings were satisfied by enslaved labor; two-thirds of the 12.5 million 

Africans taken across the Atlantic were destined for sugar plantations. By the twentieth century, sugar was a major source of calories in diets across Europe and North 

America.
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